KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C31.7

LOCUS C317006 - 2009 Addition

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S)  464.09  END LEVEL(S)  463.94

UNDER LOCUS (ES)  locus wrl 2006 C317006

OVER LOCUS(ES)  

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. / FINE / UNID /

LDM /

SPAN/CONDITION /

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE / HELL. MOULDMADE / ROMAN /

3. COINS /

4. FAUNAL /

5. OTHER /

6. INV /

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT /

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII: OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. New work on C317006. Exposed foundations at 463.94 mm. West wall of "8m room" 4 at max. 2 courses of rough cut stone at 4 mm. 5 at max. up to plus
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB16

LOCUS CB16030 - 2009 Addition

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.53

END LEVEL(S) 463.68

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
locus w/ 2036 CB16030

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ______ FINE ______ UNID ______

LDM —

SPAN/CONDITION —

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELM MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INV. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/IE OVER/UNDER/TOWING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. New work conducted on CB36030, the E wall of the "5m room". Exposed its foundation, which is at BB 463.68 mast. 4 courses rough cut stone, topped w/ ashlar file blocks.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB16

LOCUS CB16044, 2009 Addition

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.32

END LEVEL(S) 463.88

UNITS IN LOCUS:

LOCUS w/ 2006 CB16044

UNDER LOCUS (ES):

OVER LOCUS (ES):

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. /   FINE /   UNID /

LDM /

SPAN/CONDITION /

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE /   HELL, MOULDMADE /   ROMAN /

3. COINS /

4. FAUNAL /

5. OTHER /

6. INV. /

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT /

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS; OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOOR/FILLS/WALLS ETC.; USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.


2. Course of large, rough cut stones
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB16b

LOCUS CB16b 2

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 463.87

END LEVEL(S) 463.61

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

LOC: w/ #2008 CB16062

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB16063

UNITS IN LOCUS 2.54

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 48.35g FINE UNID SERRATED

LDM Hell BG (used as Hellensive)

SPAN/CONDITION EB 3rd cent. BC SM/Smaller to large & new; sign. phase, orange, semi-fine

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 1040 - 126 Bone Frag.

5. OTHER 1247 - 4 Sheep 1087 Decayed Bone Hand, K0982002; Bone Span KO982003; 1089 - 5 plaster frags; 899103451041 - 5 bone shell frags; 1092 - 2 TC frags.


7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

Floors/Fills/Walls ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Hellensite fill in the "xin" room, under floor

CB16032. Combine w/ locus CB16062 from
2008. Came down to or beneath foundation lev
for CB16030 (463.66), LB17006 (463.44), &
CB16044 (463.88).

2. bounded by CB16044 (S), CB16030 (E), CB17006 (W),

and the fill is for bricks CB16026 & CB16027.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C81.6
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
BEG. LEVEL(S) 463.61
UNDER LOCUS (ES) C816062
UNITS IN LOCUS: 235

LOCUS C816063
C816065
END LEVEL(S) 463.42
OVER LOCUS(ES) --

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 27.0 kg FINE 11.4 kg UNID 13.0 kg UNV 696 L
LDM Semi-Fine, Sandy Coak, Local Fire (spot only on rim)
SPAN/CONDITION Mostly Medium of glazed edge on gritty, a orange jar, iron Age to Persan or Early Hell.
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE / HELL. MOULDMADE / ROMAN / 1
3. COINS /
4. FAUNAL 1095 -66 none found
5. OTHER 1192 - 1 stopper
6. INV /
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT /

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
Floors/Fills/Walls ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.
1. Loc. or very ear, Hellenistic fill in the "bin room" of C816062 NE. Distinguished from above fill by (C816062)
less by soil than by the pottery, which contains nothing
that need be Hellenistic. The presence of a local - Fine
edge rimmed jar suggests it was applied only to the
rim is telling - this type is more characteristic
of Archaic/Classical periods (dark - white). As
soil, no true comparison to the fill above
of a year. Underneath the foundation to
can be made, as what was excavated about had
all walls in the bin room (C816044, C816038, C817006).
2. Under C816062, Bordered by the fill beneath C818405FS, C816030 (E), and by the fill beneath bin C816025(N).
Extends 1.5m west of C816030.